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(57) The terminal device is equipped with a location

judgment database (55A) which stores setting data indi-

cating the relationships between the location of the self

;;deVic0 and the cbrres^riding bbject tobe presented to

the- user ;6n the basis of the location detection data

by receiving range signals transmitted by a plurality of

GPS Satellites (GS1, GS2, • • •) and the setting data

stored in the location judgment database (55A), corre-

sponding objects are selected from a plurality of objects

received and decoded and they are synthesized and
presented as they are output to the display (53) or the

speaker (54). Thus, an optimal object presentation can
be achieved in accordance with the status of the termi-

nal device.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a digital s

broadcasting system for broadcast multimedia data

consisting of picture, sound, text and the like, to a termi-

nal device built in a mobile station, and to the terminal

device.

10

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, in the field of television

broadcasting, the digitalization of ground-based broad-

casting and satellite broadcasting has been developed, 15

and some of them are presently brought into practice.

However, these techniques are basically for the broad-

casting to fixed terminal devices, and in the case where
a terminal device is built in a mobile station, it is consid-

ered ta.be difficult technically to provide an appropriate 20

service which is in accordance with the state of the use
thereof. In particular, the contents of programs in the

broadcasting are all reproduced similarly by all terminal

devices, and thus it is not possible to play selectively a
part of the contents of a program upon the designation 25

of a user, a broadcast station or a use condition.

[0003] In the meantime, there is an increasing

demand of a digital broadcasting system which broad-

casts multimedia data containing picture, sound, texts

and the like, to terminal devices built in, mainly- mobile 30

stations. However, in order to satisfy such a demand, it

is essential to solve the above-descrtoed drawbacks
that is technically difficult with a conventional television

broadcasting system.

35

Disclosure of the Invention

[0004] the present invention has been proposed by
;

focusing on the above-described arcumstandets, and
the main object thereof is to provide a digital broadcast- 40

ing system which not only merely provides a program as
a broadcast service when broadcast multimedia data

;CO^

^ nal^wice^
L
cap^ 45

thVhe-ed^ with- the pro-

gram contents themselves, as well as a terminal device

'therefor.'"
:

•

[0005] Particularly, the first object of the present
invention is to provide a digital broadcasting system so

capable of presenting data optimal to the status of the

terminal device, together with a terminal device.

[0006] Further, the second object of the present

invention is to provide a digital broadcasting system for

providing a broadcasting service from a new point of 55

view, and capable of contributing to the development of

the information society, by integrating a plurality of

broadcasting services together and further integrating a

new service with a conventional medium.

[0007] In order to achieve the main object, accord-

ing to the present invention, there is provided a digital

broadcasting system which converts one or more
objects which constitute each scene of a presented pro-

gram, into a broadcast signal at a broadcast station, to

be broadcasted to a predetermined service area, and a
terminal device for receiving the broadcast signal, from
which the objects are reproduced and synthesized

appropriately to reproduce the program.

[0008] With the above-described system structure,

each scene of a program is constituted by one or more
objects to be transmitted as a signal, and therefore it

becomes possible to select the object as needed on the

signal receiving side, to be reproduced. Therefore, it

becomes possible to play a part of the contents of the

program selectively upon the designation of the user, or

the broadcast station side, and the use concfitions, and
thus as the contents of the program themselves, the

presentation of data can be carried out flexibly with the

needs of the user or the status of the use.

[0009] Here, in order to achieve the first object of

the present invention, there is provided a terminal

device used in a digital broadcasting system in which
scene data having one ormore objects is converted into

a broadcast signal in a broadcast station, and the

broadcast signal is transmitted directly or in relay

through a satellite, to broadcast it to a predetermined
service area, including: status detection means for

detecting a predetermined status of the device itself; a
database which stores setting data Which indicates a
corresponding relationship between the status of the

device itself and the object presented to the user; and
an object selection means. With the object selection

means, an object to be presented is selected from a plu-

rality of objects received, on the basis of the detection

result of the status detection means and the setting data
in the database, and thus selected object is presented
to the presenting device.

[0010] Specifically, the following three structures

can be considered.

[001 1], According to the first sUucture, location

^eie^ipTt means; tor cjetecting,line ^^'(^*;1p^iOT;::0f
•'

^e'-dje^ for, the status detection

= mear^, setting data whiph indicates a
^

cbrrespor^irig

relationship between the status of the device itself and
the object to be presented to the user is stored in a data-

base. With the object selection means, an object corre-

sponding to the present location of the serf device is

selected from a plurality of objects received, on the

basis of the present location of the self device detected

by the location detection means and the setting data in

the database, and thus selected object is presented to

the presenting device.

[0012] According to the second structure, moving
state detection means for detecting the moving state of

the device itself is provided for the status detection

means, setting data which indicates a corresponding

20

25

: 30
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relationship between the moving state of the device

itself and the object to be presented to theuser is stored

in a database. With the object selection means, an
object corresponding to the moving state of the self

device is selected from a plurality of objects received,

on the basis of the moving state of the self device
detected by the moving state detection means and the

setting data in the database,.and thus selected object is

presented to the presenting device.

[001 3] According to the third structure, presentation

type detection means for detecting the type of the pres-

entation device is provided for the status detection

means, setting data which indicates a corresponding
relationship between the type of the presentation device
and the object presented to the user is stored in a data-

base. With the object selection means, an object corre-

sponding to the type of the presentation device is

selected from a plurality of objects received, the basis of

the type of the presentation device detected by the pres-

entation type detection means and the setting data in

the database, and thus selected object is presented to

the presenting device.

[001 4] Therefore, in the, terminal device according
to the present invention, an optimal object for a particu-

lar occasion can be selected and presented in accord-

ance with various situations ol the terminal device, such
as the present location of the terminal device, the mov-
ing state of the terminal device and the type of the pres-

entation, device.- Therefore, a further effective object

presentation is provided for the terminal user.

[001 5] Meanwhile, according to the present inven-

tion^ therejs provided a digital broadcasting system and
a terminal device used in the digital broadcasting sys-

tem, in which scene description data used for synthesiz-
ing- a plurality of objects is converted into a broadcast
signal in a broadcast station, and the signal broadcast
signal is transmitted directly or in relay through a satel-

lite, to broadcast it>to a terminal device located within a
predetermined service, area on the ground, wherein:
condition, designation .data transmission means for

transmitting condition designation data for designating
the presentation condition of an object, by containing it

vcastste^ eJet^aftrriearis; for^etecfc
,)r^^pred
jc^ect^eieG^pn^m in the terminal

device, and with the object selection an object

to be presented is selected-from a plurality of objects
received, on the basis of the detection result of the sta-

tus detection means and the condition designation data
contained in the scene description data received by the

signal receiving means, and thus selected object is pre-

sented to the presenting device •

[0016] As the case described before, the following

three structures can be considered.

[0017] According to the first structure; in condition

designation data transmitting means of a broadcast sta-

tion, area designation data for designating a presenta-

tion area is added to each one of the objects which
constitute a scene, to be transmitted, whereas in the ter-

minal device, location detection means for detecting a
present location of the self device is provided for status

5 detection means, arid in object selection means, the
present location of the self device detected by the loca-

tion detection means and the area designation data
contained in the scene description data received are
compared with each other, and an object corresponding

w to the present location of the self device is selected on
the basis of the result of the comparison, and then is

presented on a presentation device.

[0018] According to.the second structure/from the
condition designation data transmitting means of the

is broadcast station, moving state designation data for

presenting a data in accordance with the moving state

of the terminal device for each one of the objects which
constitute a scene, is transmitted, whereas in the termi-

nal device,, location detection means for detecting a
20 present location of the self device is provided for status

detection means, and in object selection means; the
moving state of the device detected by the moving state

detection means and the moving state type designation
data contained in the scene description data received

25 are compared with each other, and an object corre-

sponding to the moving state of the self device is

selected on the basis of the result of the comparison,
and then is presented on a presentation device:

[0019] According to the third structure, from the
30 condition designation datar transmitting means of the

broadcast station, type designation data for designating

a type of the presentation device capable of presenting

a data for each one of the objects which constitute a
scene, is transmitted, whereas in the terminal device,

35 presentation type detection means for detecting a type
of the presentation device is provided for status detec-

tion means, and in object selection means, the type of

the presentation device delected by the presentation

type detection means and the type designation data
40 contained in the scene description data received are

compared with each other, and an object corresponding

to the designated presentation device is selected on the

basis of the result of the comparison, and thert is pire-

^riteci^aa present -.::'.'>.:' .
. :

;y
45 [0020] - Therefore, with the digital broadcast system

and it terminal device according to the; present inven-

tion, the most appropriate object is selected and pre-

sented in the terminal device in each time, in

accordance with the various status of - the terminal

so device such as the present location of the terminal

device, the moving state of the terminal device, and the

type of the presentation device, as well as in compliance
with conditions designated by the broadcast station

side. Therefore, the presentation of an object can be
55 more effective for the terminal user. Further, the condi-

tion of the presentation of an object can be arbitrarily

designated by the broadcast station side.

[0021] In order to achieve the second object

3
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described above, according to the present invention,

there is provided a digital broadcasting system for pro-

viding broadcast services including at least one of pic-

ture, sound and data in each of a plurality of channels,

wherein of broadcast signals of the above-mentioned 5

channels, broadcast services which are relevant to

each other can be provided for each other between arbi-

trary channels, and a plurality of channels provided with

broadcast services relevant to each other are received

and synthesized on the signal receiving side, thus w
achieving the integration of a plurality of broadcast serv-

ices.

[0022] Further, by providing data related to other

communication or broadcast data than that of the

present digital broadcasting by the relevant broadcast 15

services described above, the integration with some
other media can be achieved. •

[0023] ; Further, the terminal device used for the dig-

ital broadcasting system, comprises: a broadcast signal

receiver for receiving broadcast services:which are rel- 20

evant to each other,:which can be provided for each

other between arbitrary channels, of broadcast: signals

of the above-mentioned channels; data synthesizing

means for synthesizing a plurality of broadcast services

relevant to each other, which are received by the broad- 25

cast signal receiver, thereby presenting thus synthe-

sized services as one broadcast service; and a display

and sound reproduction device for presenting a picture

and sound of the broadcast service presented by the

means, thereby achieving to provide data in which a plu- 30

rafrty of broadcast services are integrated:

[0024]; Here, when data relevant to communication

or broadcasting data other than that of the present dig-

ital broadcasting is provided in the broadcast service,

the communication and broadcasting data are obtained 35

on the basis of the relevant data, and are made present-

able, thus achieving to; provide data integrated with

other media.

Brief Description of the Drawings 40

[0025]

\ FIG:*: is ^.schematic ;dfe

v
accordingr.to, the first to sixth embodiments of the

^ preserit irwention; V v Wt\v*&

FIG. 2 is a circuit block diagram showing a structure

of a signal transmission station in the system
shown in FIG 1; v > ^ 50

FIG. 3 is a circuit block diagram showing a structure

of a terminal device according to the first embodi-

ment of the present invention; - - * ^

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a procedure and con-

tents of; data presentation by the terminal device 55

shown in FIG: 3;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an example of a struc-

ture of a location judgment database provided in

the terminal device shown in FIG. 3;

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an example of renewal

data of the location judgment database;

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a result of renewal of

the location judgment database;

FIG. 8 is a circuit block diagram showing a structure

of a terminal device according to the second
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a procedure and con-

tents of data presentation by the terminal device

shown in FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing an example of a
structure of a running state judgment database pro-

vided in the terminal device shown in FIG. 8;

FIG: 11 is a diagram showing ah example of a
structure of a presentation type judgment database
provided in a terminal device according to the third

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 12 is a circuit block diagram showing a struc-

ture of the terminal device according to the third

embodimerit of the present invention;

FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing a procedure and
contents of data presentation by the terminal device

shown in FIG. 12;

FIG. 14 is a circuit block diagram showing a struc-

ture of a terminal device according to the fourth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 15 is a flowchart ishowing a procedure and
contents of data presentation by the terrrdnal device

shown in FIG. 14;

FIG. 16 is a diagram showing an example of a
structure of scene description data having an area

designation function, used in the fourth embodi-

ment of the present invention;

FIG: 17 is a diagram showing an example of a
structure of scene description data having a run-

ning state designation function, used in the fifth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 18 is a circuit block diagram showing a struc-

ture of a terminal device according to the fifth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 19 is a flowchart shpwng a procedure and

v^\shown in FIGi ' 18> ^-*/v " -
' *

'

: 1 -
'

•

> FIG. 20 is a circuif block diagram showing a struc-

ture of ia terminal device according to the^sixth

embodiment of the present invention;

••

•
•

.
FIG; 21 is a flowchart showing a procedure and
contents of data presentation by the terminal device

shown in FIG. 20;

FIG. 22 is a diagram Showing an example of a

structure of scene description data having a run-

ning state designation function; used in the sixth

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram showing the struc-

ture of a digital satellite broadcasting system

according to the seventh embodiment of the

present invention;

4
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7 EP 1 001 627 A1 8

FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a structure of a

terminal device used in the seventh embodiment of

the present invention, when it is mounted in a
mobile station;

FIGS. 25A and 25B each are an explanatory dia-

gram illustrating how to provide map data in the

seventh embodiment of the present invention

;

FIG, 26 is a diagram showing a type and contents

of data at each divisional area number in the map
data shown in FIG. 25;

FIG. 27 is a flowchart illustrating the processing

contents of an area selection section in the seventh

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 28 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a data

acquiring area of the map data shown in FIG. 25;

FIG. 29 is a diagram showing a type and contents

of a service corresponding to each service data

number of local data services in the seventh

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 30 is a flowchart illustrating the processing

contents of a service area selection section within

the area in the seventh embodiment of the present

invention; ....

FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating the processing

contents of the synthesizing portion in the seventh

embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. 32A, 32B and 32C are diagrams illustrating

display examples of the, integration of related

broadcast services, integrjation with ITS data, and
integration with ground wave TV broadcasting,

respectively, in the seventh embodiment of the

present invention; and
FIG. 33 is a diagram specifically illustrating the inte-

gration with the ITS data in the seventh embodi-
ment of the present invention.

Best Mode of Carrying Out the Invention

[0026] Embodiments of the present invention will

now be described in detail with reference to accompa-
nying drawings.

[0027] - First, a brief description of the digital broad-

cast system used in the enr^^ firstpro-

;

:

;v?yi^df^ ^-^.o:/^ ^rtW^ ^.J^y^Jjy. A^"'

The^systerri uses a broadcast satellite or

c^rrwriunicatjo and is designed mainly for a
mobile station. As a coding method, MPEG4 (moving
picture coding experts group 4) is employed, and an S-

t>and is used for a downlink from a satellite to a terminal

device. Thus, in a mobile terminal device such as a car-

equipped terminal device or mobile data terminal

device, multimedia data containing picture, sound, texts

and the like, can be received. j

[0029] In this system, as described before, the use
of MPEG4 is assumed. The MPEG4 is designed to

express a scene by synthesizing hierarchical vis-

ual/acoustic signals made of a plurality of AVOs (audio /

visual objects: structural elements represented such as

person and background), as compared to the conven-
tional motion picture coding mode, by which, basically,

an image is simply encoded as a scene. Each hierarchi-

cal structural element may be a natural picture/sound or

5 a synthesized image/sound. It may show an entire

scene or a part of a scene, Further, a high degree of

freedom can be obtained in the overlapping of structural

elements or the temporal/spatial relationship.

[0030] That is, in the present system which uses the

10 MPEG4, a plurality of objects which constitute one
scene and scene synthesizing data for synthesizing

these objects are encoded in an elementary stream
each at an optimal algorithm, and then after a while,

they are multiplexed to be transmitted. On the receiving

15 side, each of the received objects and scene description

data received is encoded, and then the objects are syn-

thesized in accordance with the contents of the scene
description data, and output to presentation devices
such as a display and speaker.

so [0031] With the above-described system structure,

each of the scenes of program contents is constituted

by one or more objects, and therefore it becomes possi-

ble to select an object in accordance with necessity oh
the receiving side, to be played With this structure, a

25 part of the program contents can be selectively played
on the basis of the designation of the user, designation

of the broadcast station side and the usage conditions.

Therefore, it becomes possible to provide datia presen-
tation which flexibly meets with the needs of the user

30 and the use state by means of the program contents

themselves.

[0032] Meanwhile, when objects are synthesized

and presented on the basis of* only the scene descrip-

tion data, there is a possibility that an inappropriate

35 presentation depending upon the status of the terminal

device. For example, in the case where an object has
data regarding a region, if the object is displayed at all

times, an object which is regardless of the present loca-

tion of the terminal device is displayed on itself. Further,

40 in the case of a terminal device which is carried in a car,

when display data such as an image or text data is dis-

played on the display while driving, the driver cannot

concentrate

play, and therefore it is not preferable in terms of traffic

45 safety. .:•[: .

[0033] On the other hand, in connection with the .

new broadcast system described above, it is recom-
mended that a nationwide broadcast and a regionial

broadcast can be arbitrarily selected by the structure

so that each of a plurality of broadcast stations can inde-

pendently specify a broadcast service area. Here, in the

terminal device mounted in a mobile station, rf broad-

cast services which are required along with the motion

can be received at the same time, a significant effect is

55 brought out for the user. Further, if it is possible to inte-

grate with conventional media such as ground-wave
broadcast (television broadcast, radio broadcast), or

communication means through public communication

5
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9 EP 1 001 627 A1 10

network, a new living environment can be provided for

the users, thus contributing to the development of the

information society.

[0034] The digital broadcast system entailing the

above-described problem will now be described with

reference to embodiments.

(First Embodiment)

[0035] The first embodiment of the present inven-

tion has a structure that a terminal device includes a

location judgment database which stores setting data

indicating the relationship between the location of the

sell device and an object to be presented to the. user

The location of the self device is detected by receiving

range signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS (global

positioning system) satellites, and on the basis of thus

detected location data and the setting data stored in the

location judgment database, objects corresponding to

the present location of the self device are selected out

of a plurality of objects received and decoded, and thus

selected objects are synthesized or displayed or output

from a speaker.

[0036] FIG. 1 is a schematic structural view of a dig-

ital satellite broadcast system according to the present

invention. The digital satellite broadcast system

includes at least one transmitting station 10. a satellite

: control station 20 and geostationary satellite 30.

10037] The transmitting station 10 receives program

data formed and edited by a plurality of program provid-

ers, and channel-multiplexing the program data to be
then converted into a broadcast signal, which is trans-

mitted to the geostationary satellite 30 via* for example,

an ascending transmitting path of the Ku band (12.5 to

18 GHz) As the channel multiplexing system, for exam-

ple, a CDM (code division multiplex) system is used:

[0038] The geostationary satellite 30 includes a Ku~

band antenna 31 having a diameter of; for example. 2.5

nvclass, and an S-band antenna 32 (for example, 2.6

GHz) having a diameter of; for example, 15 m-class.

The broadcast signal transmitted from the transmitting

station 10 is received by the Ku-band antenna 31 . and
thjenvconvened- by^
^u^rcdrweii^
S-band antenna '. 32 towards a service area via a

descending The diame-

ter of the ascending transmitting antenna 31 equipped
.in the geostationary satellite^ 31 may be smaller than

that of a 2.5 m class, and the diameter of the S-band
antenna 32 is not limited to 15-m class but may be of a
8^m class.

[0039] It should be noted that the satellite control

station 20 monitors the operation state ol the geosta-

tionary satellite 30 to control it.

[0040] In the service area, a broadcast signal

receiving device (not shown), for example, fixedly

installed in an office or home, or a movable terminal

device 40 of a type which is carried in an automobile or

of a portable type, can receive a broadcast signal trans-

mitted to the descending transmitting path of the S-band

from the geostationary satellite 30. In the descending

transmitting path of the S-band, a plurality of channels

s (for example, 30 channels) having a transmitting capac-

itance of 256 kbps are multiplexed. Here, the MPEG4 is

used as the method of encoding transmitting data.

[0041] It should be noted that the transmitting sta-

tion-10 and the terminal device 40 are constituted by the

10 following structures, respectively. FIG. 2 is a circuit block

diagram showing the structure of the transmitting sta-

tion 10 and FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the struc-

ture of the terminal device 40;

[0042] First, the transmitting station 10 comprises

is an authoring device 1.-1. The authoring device 1f cre-

ates scene data in compliance with the MPEG4 by

selectively using audio data AU1 to AUh, visual data

MP1 to MPn and text data TX1 to TXn, supplied from

program providers: The scene data includes a plurality

20 of objects, namely, the above-mentioned audio data,

visual data and text 'data, as well as scene description

data used for synthesizing these objects. •-

[0043] The audio data, visual data, text data and
scene description data, output from thei authoring

25 device 11 are respectively input to an audio object

encoding unit 12, a visual object encoding unit 13,atext

object encoding unit 14 arid a scene description encod-

ing unit 15. In these encoding units 12 to 15, the audio

data, visual data, text data and scene description data

30 are encoded into elementary streams respectively each

by an optimal algorithm which corresponds to the char-

acteristics of the respective data. Subsequently, thus

encoded elementary streams are multiplexed by a mul-

tiplexing unit 16 in compliance with a predetermined for-

35 mat, into a multiplex stream. Then, the multiplex stream

is digital-modulated by the transmitting unit 17, and fur-

ther converted into a Ku-band broadcast signal, then it

is transmitted from the transmitting antenna 18 towards

the geostationary satellite 30.

40 [0044] Next; the terminal device 40 receives an S-

band broadcast signal transmitted from the geostation-

ary satellite 30 via a signal receiving antenna 41^eurid

- ^e signal^ ihpul^a^ ':

; ; nal receiving unit 42, frequency conversion ai^ digital

- 45 decoding are carried out on the broadcast signal^§hd
thus decoded' multiplex stream is a multiplex separation

unit 43. The multiplex separation unit 43 separates the

multiplex stream into a plurality of elementary streams,

and these elementary streams are- input to an audio

so object decoding unit 44, a visual object decoding unit

45, a text object decoding unit 46 and a scene descrip-

tion decoding unit 47.

[0045] The audio object decoding unit 44 ; the visual

object decoding unit 45. the text object decoding unit 46
55 and the scene description decoding unit 47 decode the

above-mentioned element streams respectively, so as

to play an audio object, visual object, text object and

scene object, and thus decoded audio object, visual

6
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object and text object are input to a synthesizing unit

50A via a selecting unit 49.

[0046] The scene description data decoded by the

scene description decoding unit 47 is input to a scene

description analyzing unit 48. The scene description

analyzing unit 48 analyzes the scene description data,

and thus analyzed data SC is given to the selecting unit

49, thus passing objects necessary to synthesize the

scene. The scene description analyzing unit 48 gives

. the scene description analyzed data SC also to the syn-

r thesizing unit 50A.

[0047] In the meantime, the terminal device 40

includes a GPS signal receiving unit 62, and ranging

signals transmitted from GPS satellites GS1, GS2,

r
• • •

. are received by the GPS signal receiving unit 62

through an antenna 61. Then, the received signal is

input to a location detecting unit 63. The location detect-

i * ing unit 63 obtains a coordinate location of the self

. device on the basis of the ranging signals which came
from the GPS satellites GS1 . GS2, * and a location

detection data LD is input to the above-described syn-

thesizing unit 50A.

[0048] Further, the terminal data has a location

judgment database (location judgment DB) 55A. In the

location judgment database 55A, type data of objects to

be presented are stored to be associated with regions

within a service area FIG. 5 shows an example thereof,

in which objects are managed as categorized into

default data and setting data. Of these, the default data

> is data already written at the time of shipment of the ter-

minal device 40. The setting data can be set arbitrarily

by an operator of the terminal by operating a key input

unit which is not shown.

[0049] The synthesizing unit 50A has presentation

control means 51A and database renewal controlling

means 52A as; new functions according to the present

invention.

[0050] The presentation control means 51A com-

pares the location detection data LD given from the

location detecting unit 63, that is, the present location of

the terminal device 40, with regions stored in the loca-

tion judgment database 55A. When a region which

^ includes the^present Ipca^

^rr^
~< received- objects^ih selecting unit 49: The
selected objects are synthesized in accordance with the

scene description analysis data SC, and then supplied

to a display 53 or a speaker 54, or both of them.

[0051 ] . In the case where DB renewal data is sent by

using scene description data from the transmitting sta-

tion 1 0, a DB renewal control means 52A carry out a

process of renewing corresponding data within the loca-

tion Judgment database 55A in accordance with the

contents of the renewal data analyzed by the scene

description analyzing unit 48. The renewal process

includes revision and deletion of a region already regis-

tered and an object corresponding thereto, and addition

of a region which has not yet been registered and an

object corresponding thereto.

[0052] The object presentation operation carried

out by the terminal device having the above-described

structure will now be described. FIG. 4 is a flowchart

5 indicating its controlling procedure and the control con-

tents.

[0053] During an operation of receiving a broadcast

signal, the synthesizing unit 50A takes in location detec-

tion data LD from the location detecting unit 63 periodi-

w cally by Step 4b. Then, each time new location detection

data LD is taken in, the new data is compared with the

location detection data LD taken in at one previous time

inStep 4b, and from the comparison result, it is judged

if the self device has moved for a predetermined amount
15 or more: When it has moved for a predetermined

amount or more, the operation moves onto Step 4c,

where the location judgment database 5 is searched to

judge whether or not the region including the present

location of the self device is registered.

20 [0054] If the result of the judgment indicates that the

region including the present location of the self device is

registered in the location judgment database 5, the

operation of the synthesizing unit 50A moves onto Step

4e, where setting objects corresponding. to the above-

25 described corresponding region are read out so as to

judge whether or not objects are stored. When a setting

object is stored, the objects are selected from a plurality

of received objects input from the selecting unit 49 and
thus selected objects are synthesized in accordance

30 with the scene description analysis data SC^ to be sup-

plied to the display 53 or the speaker, or both of these.

[0055] For example, when the present location of

the self device is a region "Tokyo", a setting object

Tokyo 1 : Image 1" is read out as shown in FIG. 5i and
35 objects corresponding to the setting object are selected

from a plurality of objects received. Thus selected

objects are synthesized in accordance with the scene

description analysis data SG, and then supplied to the

display 53 to be displayed.

40 [0056] On the contrary, when the setting object is

not registered, the operation moves onto Step 4g,

where it is judged whether or not default data otobject

corresponding to the location ji^igm

are registered. If registered, the default data are synthe-

45 sized in accordance with the scene description analysis

data SC in Step 4h, to be supplied to the display 53 or

the speaker, or both of these. Or if the default data are

not registered, other default data are read from the loca-

tion judgment database 55A, and supplied to the display

so 53 or the speaker, or both of these.

[0057] As described above, in the terminal device

40; an object corresponding to the region which

includes the present location of the device is selected to

follow to the movement thereof, and displayed on the

55 display 53 or output from the speaker 54. With this oper-

ation, the terminal user becomes able to obtain data

corresponding to the region where the user is present,

at all times. Further, the contents of the location judg-
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ment database 55A can be revised arbitrarily, that is,

data may be added or deleted, by key operation carried

out on the terminal device, and therefore the terminal

user becomes able to freely designate a region to each

object in accordance with.the desire of the user.

[0058] Meanwhile, let us suppose that database
renewal data which uses scene description data comes
from the transmitting station 10 during an operation. In

this case, the synthesizing unit 50A carries out a

renewal operation of the location judgment database
55A in accordance with the received database renewal

data. ;

[0059] For example, let us suppose that the data-

base renewal data as shown in FIG. 6 is received when
the location judgment database 55A is structured as

shown in FIG. 5. In this case, in the location judgment

database 55A, the revision of the setting object corre-

sponding to region Tokyo", the addition of a region

"Kawasaki" and its object, and the deletion of a region

"Yokohama" are carried out; FIG. 7 shows a version of

the location judgment database after the renewal.

[0060] With the: above-described: structure, it

becomes possible to renew the contents of the location

judgment database 55A of each terminal device 40 from

the transmitting station 10 side in reply to, for example,

the addition or deletion of a new region or the revision of

a program, or the like.

[0061] It should be noted that as the means for

detecting the location of the terminal device 40 itself, a

type which detects its location a base sta-

tion ID transmitted from a PHS (personal handy phone
system) base station, or the like can be utilized, other

than that utilizes a GPS satellite.

[0062] Further, region data corresponding to the

present location of the terminal device may be displayed

on the display 53 on the basis of location detection data

LD obtained by a location detecting unit ^ and the

region data registered in the location judgment data-

base 55A, or when the region is switched along with the

movement of the terminal device* message data indicat-

ing such may be displayed on the display 53. Further, in

this case; the message data may be output from the

<speaker;54?as a voice message, :
;

: -v
:

^(Second Embodiment)

[0063] According; to the second embodiment of the

present invention, on a terminal device carried in an
automobile, a running state judgment database which

stores setting data indicating the corresponding rela-

tionship between the running state of the self device

and the object to be presented, is provided. The running

state of the serf device is detected on the basis of the

speed data or the like of the automobile, and appropri-

ate objects are selected from a plurality of objects

received and decoded, on the basis of the running state

detection data and the setting data stored in the running

state judgment database, and synthesized to be output

14

to the display or speaker.

[0064] FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the struc-

ture of a terminal device carried in an automobile,

according to the second embodiment. It should be
s noted that structural elements shown in this figure,

which are similar to those shown in FIG. 3 are desig-

nated by the same reference numerals, and detailed

descriptions therefor will be omitted here.

[0065] In the terminal device of this embodiment, a
w running state judgment database 55B is provided. In the

running state judgment database 55B, identification

data (object ID) of objects to be presented are stored as
they are associated respectively with the running states

of the self device, that is, it is running or standing still.

75 FIG. 10 shows an example thereof, in which objects are

managed as they are divided into default data and filter-

ing data. Of these, the default data are data already

written at the time of shipment of the terminal device 40.

The filtering data can be arbitrarily set by the operation

20 of a key input unit which is hot shown, carried out by the

terminal user.

[0066] The terminal device of this embodiment is

equipped with a running state detection unit 56. The
running state detection unit 56 serves to judge if the self

25 device is running or standing on the bases of a speed
detection signal output from a speed detector of the

automobile, and then supplies the result of the judgment

to the synthesizing unit 50B as running state detection

. data RD.

30 [0067] The synthesizing unit 50B includes a pres-

entation control means 51 B: The presentation control

means 51 B accesses the running state judgment data-

base 55B using the running state detection data RD as
a key, output from the running state detection unit 56,

35 and read out object type data cbrresponrjng to the

detected running state. Then, from a plurality of

received objects input from the selecting unit 49, those

which match the object type are selected, arid the

selected objects are synthesized in accordance with the

40 scene description analysis data SC, and then supplied

to the display 53 or the speaker 54, or both of them.

[0068] h With the above-described structure, the fol-

lowing object presentation operation js carried out in the

terrhinaldevice according to this embodiment. FIG. 9 is

45 a flowchart indicating the control procedure and con-

tents thereof.

[0069] While receiving a broadcast signal, the syn-

thesizing unit 50B takes in running state detection data

RD from the running state detecting unit 56 periodically

so in Step 9a. Then; each time the running state detection

data RD is taken in, it is judged in Step 9b, whether or

not the detection data RD has varied as compared to

one previously taken detection data; When it is detected

that the running state has varied from "running" to

55 "standing", or "standing" to "running", the operation

moves on to Step 9c, where the present running state is

judged to be either one of them.

[0070] When the result of the judgment indicates

EP 1 001 627 A1
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that the present running state is "running", the synthe-

sizing unit 50 moves onto Step 9d, where filtered

objects are read out from the running state judgment
database 55B, and are judged whether or not they are

designated to filtering. rf they are designated to filtering, 5
in Step 9h, those which correspond to the objects des-

ignated to filtering are selected from a plurality of

received objects input from the selecting unit 49, and
the selected objects are synthesized in accordance with

the scene description analysis data SC, and then sup- 10

plied to the display 53 or the speaker 54, or both of

them.

[0071] Or if not designated to filtering, in Step 9g,

the default data are read out, and those objects corre-

sponding to the default data are selected from a plurality

, of received objects input from the inputting section 49,

and the selected objects are synthesized in accordance

: with the scene description analysis data SC, and then

supplied to the display 53 or the speaker 54, or both of

them, :
-

•

[0072]; In the meantime, let us suppose now that the

running state of the self device is in "standing", in this

case, the synthesizing unit 50 moves from Step 9c onto

Step 9i, where filtered objects are read out from the run-

ning state judgment database, 55B, and are judged
whether or not they are designated to filtering. H they

are designated to filtering, in Step 91 ; those which cor-

respond to the objects designated to filtering are

selected from a plurality of received objects input from

the selecting unit 49, and the selected objects are syn-

thesized in accordance with the scene description anal-

ysis data SC, and then suppliedto the display 53 or the

.. speaker 54, or both of them. .

[0073] Or if not designated to filteringi in Step 9k,

the default data are read out, and those objects corre-

sponding to the default data are selected from a plurality

of received objects input from the inputting section 49,

and the selectee! objects are synthesized in accordance
with the scene description analysis data SC, and then

supplied to the display 53 or the speaker 54, or both of

them.

[0374] For example, if the running state of the self

^d^icejs^ir* "running"*:a^ia^^s?ar4^^0d frbm a
^pjurality^.o^^ in the synthesizing unit 50B
vsin^HypiGe^ is ;Stor^

desighatedto filterings and the selected objects are syn-

thestzed in accordance with the scene description anal-

ysis data SC, and then output loud from the speaker 54.

[0075] Therefor, during running, of the scene data,

only the audio objects are output from the speaker 54, so

images or texts are not at all displayed on the display

53; Therefore, the user does not take a look at, the dis-

play 53 during running, thus making it possible to drive

safely.

[0076] Meanwhile, during standing, visual objects ss

and text objects are.displayed on the display 53, and the
audio object is output from the speaker 54. Therefore, if

the automobile is stopped, the user is able to see and

hear the scene data which includes all the objects.

[0077] It should be noted that the selection of an
object during running is fixed only to the audio object,

persons sitting in the passenger's seat or back seat can
no longer see images or texts during running. Thus, as
the user carries out a mode switching operation using

the key input portion; image objects and text objects

may be displayed on the display 53 during running as an
alternative.

[0078] Further, during running, it is possible that

text objects are converted into audio objects by a sound
synthesizing technique, to output it from the speaker 54.

With this structure, text objects such as headline news,
traffic information, and weather forecast can be
informed to the terminal user by reading them in voice,

and thus the terminal user becomes able to know the

contents of the text objects during running.

[0079] In the case where music and audio objects

of a personality are already present when the; audio
objects generated by the voice synthesis are output

from the speaker 54, these sound objects already

present should be decreased in sound volume and then
synthesized, to be finally output as sound. Further, in

the case of a stereo-compatible speaker system; the

audio object generated by the voice synthesis is output

from one channel (for example, the right channel on the

driver's seat side), and the already present audio object

is output from the other channel (the left channel on the

passenger's seat), to carry out channel separation. Fur-

.

ther, when outputting the objects; the sound volume of

the right channel should be made relatively larger than
the volume of the left channel. With this structure, the

terminal user becomes able to hear the voice synthesis

object corresponding to the text more clearly.

(Third Embodiment)

[0080] According to the third embodiment of the

present invention, the terminal device is provided with a
presentation type judgment database which stores set-

ting data indicating the corresponding relationship

between the type of a i presentation^^

er^age&ar^used^a
tfhe receiving of a broadcast signal* type of theterminal

device being used by connection is'ideh^iesd.'ya.rxl^on:

the basis of the result of the judgment of the type and
the setting data stored in the presentation type judg-

ment database, appropriate objects are selected from a
plurality of objects received and decoded, arid synthe-

sized, so as to be output to a display or speaker, serving

as a presentation device.

[0081] FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing the

structure of a terminal device according to the third

embodiment It should be noted that structural elements

shown ih this figure, which are similar to those shown in

FIG. 3 are designated by the same reference numerals,

and detailed descriptions therefor will be omitted here
[0082] In the terminal device of this embodiment, a
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presentation type judgment database 55C is provided.

In.the presentation type judgment database 55C, identi-

fication data (object ID) of objects to be presented are

stored as they are associated respectively with the type

of the self device being used by connection, that is, the

speaker, a low-resolution display or high-resolution dis-

play. FIG. 1 1 shows an example thereof,

[0083] The synthesizing unit 50C comprises pres-

entation control means 51 C and presentation type judg-

ment means 52C. The presentation type judgment

means 52C judges the type of a presentation device

being connected to the synthesizing unit 50C, that is, if

the display 53 is connected or the speaker 54 is con-

nected is judged, and further rt the display is connected,

it is judged if its specification is at high resolution or low

resolution.

[0084] The presentation control means 51

C

accesses the presentation type judgment database 55C
using the judgment result of the presentation type judg-

ment database 55C as a key, and presentable objects

are recognized, in order to present received objects.

Then, :from a plurality of received objects input from the

selecting unit 49, those which match the presentable

object are selected, and the selected objects are syn-

thesized in accordance with the scene description anal-

ysis data SC. and then supplied to the display 53 or the

speaker 54, or both of them.

[0085] With the above-described structure, the fol-

lowing object presentation operation is carried out in the

terminal device according to this embodiment. FIG. 13

is a flowchart indicating the control procedure and con-

tents thereof.

[0086] Prior to the reception of a broadcast signal,

the synthesizing unit 50C judges the type of the terminal

device which is connected to be made usable in Step

13a. If the result of the judgment indicates that the pres-

entation type is a speaker 54, then the operation moves
onto Step 13b, a corresponding object, that is, "voice" is

read out from the presentation type judgment database

55C. Further, in Step 13c, only audio objects are

selected from a plurality of receiving objects input from

the selecting unit 49, and when there are a plurality of

; sel^tiBd^atid

; ;ac^cfdarrce wfth the scene description analysis data

:

; 'SGi and then supplied to the speaker 54, to output

:,-.'soundL-: V :

' v

[0087]; : On the other hand, rf the presentation type is

the low-resolution display, the; operation moves onto

Step 13d, where a corresponding object; that is, "text" is

read out from the presentation type judgment database
55C. Further, in Step 13e, the text object is selected

from a plurality of received objects input from the select-

ing unit 49 When there is a plurality of text objects

selected, these are synthesized in accordance with the

scene description analysis data SC. and then supplied

to the lowrresolution display 53 to display it

[0088] It should noted that when the speaker 54 is

connected as a presentation device, the operation

moves onto Step 13d, where the synthesizing unit 50C
selects the audio object from a plurality of received

objects input from the selecting unit 49. When these

audio objects selected, are synthesized in accordance

5 with the scene description analysis data SC, and then

supplied to the speaker 54 to output sound.

[0089] Further, when the presentation type is a
high-resolution display 53, the operation moves onto

Step 13f, where corresponding objects, that is, "image"

jo and "text" are read out from the presentation type judg-

ment database 55C. Further, in Step 13g, the visual

object and text object are selected from a plurality of

received objects input from the selecting unit 49, and
thus selected visual objects and text objects are synthe-

is sized in accordance with the scene description analysts

data SC, and then supplied to the low-resolution display

53 to display it

[0090] It should noted that when the speaker 54 is

connected as a presentation device, the synthesizing

20 unit 50C selects the audio object from a plurality of

received objects input from the selecting unit 49, and
these audio objects selected are synthesized in accord-

ance with the scene description analysis data SC, and
then supplied to the speaker 54 to output sound.

25 [0091] According to the third embodiment, an object

which is compliance with the type of the presentation

device being used by connection is automatically

selected and to be presented by the presentation

device, and thus an appropriate object presentation in

30 accordance with the type of the presentation device can

be performed at all times.

[0092] ft is possible that the judgment result of the

presentation type judgment means 52C is displayed on
the display 53. With this operation, in the case where

35 the lowrresolution mode is set although the display 53
has a high-resolution mode, for example, the terminal

user is able to revise the setting to the high-resolution

mode after the present mode is monitored.

40 (Fourth Embodiment)

[0093] ) According to the fourth errtx>diment pi the

^ presem^ invention; i in :the transniittirig> slatibh^ scene

desa data are transmitted with region designation

45 data abkied thereto, which is to designate the region of

presentation of each object In the terminal device,

ranging signals transmitted by a plurality of GPS satel-

lites are received to detect- the location of the self

device/ and on the basis of the location detection data

so and the region designation data contained in the scene

description data, objects corresponding to the present

location of the self device are selected from a plurality of

objects received and decoded. Further, thus selected

objects are synthesized, so as to be output to a display

55 or speaker.

[0094] FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing the

structure of a terminal device according to the fourth

embodiment. It should be noted that structural elements

10
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shown in this figure, which are similar to those shown in

FIG. 3 are designated by the same reference numerals,

and detailed descriptions therefor will be omitted here.

[0095] The terminal device includes a GPS signal

receiving unit 62, by which ranging signals transmitted

by. GPS satellites GS1, GS2, are received through

antenna 61. Further, the received signals are input to

the location detecting unit 63. The location detecting

unit 63 obtains a coordinate location of the serf device

on the basis of the ranging signals transmitted from the

GPS satellites GS1, GS2, • • • ,- and inputs it location

: detection data LD to the synthesizing unit SOD.

>. [0096] The synthesizing unit SOD comprises pres-

entation control means 51D. The presentation control

^ means 51 D compares location detection data LD given

from the location detecting unit 63, that is, data indicat-

ing the present location of the terminal device 40, with

^region designation data contained in the scene descrip-

tion analysis data given, from the scene description

^analysis unit 48. Then, objects which has been sub-

e jected to the region designation corresponding to the

present location are selected from a plurality of received

/ objects input from the selecting unit 49, and thus

selected objects are synthesized in accordance with the

scene description analysis data SC, to be supplied to

. the display 53 or the speaker, or both of these.

[0007] The object presentation operation carried

out by the terminal device having the above-described

structure will now be described. FIG. 1 5 is a flowchart

indicating its controlling procedure and the control con-

tents.

[0008] During an operation of receiving a broadcast

signal, the synthesizing unit 50D takes in location detec-

tion data LD from the location detecting unit 63 periodi-

cally; by Step 15a. Then, each time new location

detection data LD is taken in, the new data is compared
with the location detection data LD taken in at one.pre-

vious time in Step 1 5b; arid from the comparison result,

it is judged if the self device has moved for a predeter-

mined amount or more. When it has moved for a prede-

termined amount or more, the operation moves onto

; Step 15Ci where oneireceived object is selected out of

>i the se

i^,ftsignation ;;data : ackied ; to^ be asscoated^wrth the

^e?cei$^
the self device in^Step 1 5d. • If the result of the judgment
indicates that the present location of the self device

located in the designated^egion, the operation moves
.
onto Step 15e, where corresponding objects are

selected from a plurality of received objects output from

the selecting unit 49, as objects to be presented.

, [0099] On the other hand, if the present location of

*the serf device is judged to be not in the designated

region in Step 15d, then the operation of the synthesiz-

ing unit 50 moves onto Step 15f. where it is judged
whether or not not-yet-selected objects are remaining in

the scene description analysis data SC. If remaining,

the operation goes back to Step 15c. the not-yet-

selected object is selected, and the process from the

steps 15dto 15e is executed. Then, similarly, the above-
described process is repeatedly carried out on every

object included in the scene description analysis data

5 SC. After that the objects selected in the above process-
ing operations, as object to be presented are synthe-

sized in accordance with the scene description analysis

data SC, and they are supplied to the display 53 or the

speaker, or both of these to present the objects.

io [0100] Therefore, with this operation, only the

objects which have been subjected to the designation of

the region corresponding to the present location of the

self device are selected out of a plurality of objects

received and presented on the presentation device: For

is example, let us suppose now, that scene description

data as shown in FIG. 16 are sent from the signal ^trans-

mitting station, and the present location of the self

device is included in the designated regiori "Tokyo". In

this case, in the synthesizing unit 50D, those 'objects

20 which are designated as "TOKYO" by the region design

nation data, that is* "voice 1 ?text 1" and "image 1" are

selected, and these objects are synthesized in accord-

ance with the scene description analysis data SO, and
then displayed on the display 53 and output from the

25 speaker 54, as sound.

[0101] With the above-described structure, in the

terminal device 40, an object of a region which is hot

related to the present location of the self device will not

be presented, and it becomes possible for the terrninal

30 user to obtain data corresponding to the present Idcav

tibn of the self at all time. Further, in the embodiment,
the designation of the region of each object is carried

out on the signal transmitting station 10 side, and the

revision of the designated regions, which becomes nec-
35 essary to match the renewal of the object can be carried

out in a batch on the signal transmitting station 10 side;

(Fifth Embodiment)

40 [0102] According to the fifth embodiment of the

present invention, in the transmitting station, scene
description data are transrr^ed while adding running

Estate d^gtetie^da^
• r to^designate^heth

45 accordance- with the running -state of the terminal

device. In the terminal device, the running states of the

self device is detected on the basis of:speed data and
the like of the automobile, and on the basis of the run-

ning state detection data and the running state designa-

so tion data included in the scene description data,

appropriate objects are selected from a plurality . of

objects received and decoded: Further, thus selected

objects are synthesized, so as to be output to a display

or speaker.

55 [0103] FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing the

structure of a terminal device to be carried in a car,

according to the fifth embodiment. It should be noted

, that structural elements shown in this figure, which are

11
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similar to those shown in FIG. 8 are designated by the

same reference numerals, and detailed descriptions

therefor will be omitted here.

[0104] The terminal device of this embodiment
includes a running state detection unit 56, as in the case
of the device shown in FIG. 8. The running state detect-

ing unit 56 judges if the self device is running or stand-

ing on the basis of the speed detection signal output

from the speed detector of the automobile, and supplies

the result of judgment to a synthesizing unit 50E as run-

ning state detection data RD.

[0105] The synthesizing unit 50E comprises pres-

entation control means 51 E. The presentation control

means 51 E compares running state detection data RD
given.from the running state detecting unit 56, that is,

; data indicating if the terminal device 40 is in running or

standing, with running state designation data contained

in the scene description analysis data given from the

scene description analysis unit 48. Then, objects corre-

sponding to the present running state of the self device

are selected from a plurality of received objects input

from the selecting unit 49, and thus selected objects are

synthesized in accordance with the scene description

analysis data SC; to be supplied to the display 53 or the

speaker 54, or both of these.

[0106] The object presentation operation carried

out by the terminal device having the above-described

structure will now be described; FIG. 19 is a flowchart

indicating its controlling procedure and the control con-

. tents. v

[0107] During an operation of receiving a broadcast

signal,;the synthesizing unit.50E takes in running state

detection data RD from the running state detecting unit

,56 periqdicallyby Step 19a.. Then, each time new run-

ning state detection data RD is taken in, it is judged if

the running state of the self device is in "running" or

"standing" on the basis of the detection data RD in Step

19b.

[0108] If the result of the judgment indicates that the

self device is in "running state", the operation moves
onto Step 19c, where one object is selected from the

, scene description data; and the running state designa-

tion data added to be associated with thisobj^
> pre^^tVrunning s^ device are c»

^with^ch'6^
^isbn indicateis that the running state designation data is

i "presentation; is on while running"; then the operation

moves onto Step 1 9e,^wherevcbrrespor>ding object are

selected as an object to be presented, out of a plurality

of received objects, output from the selecting unit 49;

[0109] . On the other hand, if the running state desig-

nation data is "presentation is off while running", then

the operation moves onto Step 19f, where it is judged
whether or not not-yet-selected objects are remaining in

the scene description analysis data SC. If remaining,

the operation goes back to Step 19c, one not-yet-

selected object is selected, and the process from the

steps 19d and 19e is executed. Then/ similarly, the

above-described process is repeatedly carried but on
every object included in the scene description analysis

data SC.

[0110] After that the objects selected in the above
5 processing operations, as object to be presented are

synthesized in accordance with the scene description

analysis data SC, and they are supplied to the display

53 or the speaker, or both of these to present the

objects.

10 [011.1] Therefore, with this operation, only the

objects which have been designated as "presentation

while running permitted" are selected out of a plurality of

objects received and presented on the presentation

device. For example, let us suppose now that scene
15 description data as shown in FIG. 17 are sent from the

signal transmitting station. Then, in the synthesizing unit

50E, the object designated as "presentation while run-

ning permitted" by the running state designation data,

that is, only "voice 1", are selected, and the audio object

so is output from the speaker 54, in accordance with the

scene description analysis data SC; as sound.

[0112] With the above-described structure, in the

terminal device 40, only the audio object is output

sound while the self device is running, and the image
25 object or text object is not displayed. Therefore, it sets

the terminal user free from having to monitor the display

53 while driving, and therefore safety drive can be
achieved. \

[0113] ft should be noted if. in Step 19b, the running

30 state of the self device is judged to be "standing"; then

the operation of the synthesizing 50E moves onto Step

19g, where all the objects received are selected, and
the objects are synthesized in accordance with the

scene description analysis data SC; to be supplied to

35 the display 53 or the speaker, or both of these to present

the objects. Therefore, as the terminal user stops the

automobile, the scene: -data which contains all the.

objects can be seen and heard.

[0114] As described above, according to the fifth

40 embodiment, the objects can be appropriately pre-

sented in accordance with the running state of the self

devjce. Further, in the embodiment the designation of

^the presentation which lis^ ih-accb^a^
ning state of each object is carried out on the signal

45
' transmitting station 10 side, and the revision ofthe des-

ignated regions, which becomes necessary to rratch

the renewal of the object can be carried out in a batch

on the signal transmitting station 10 side.

so (Sixth Embodiment)

[0115] According to the sixth embodiment of the

present invention, in the transmitting station, scene

description data are transmitted while adding presenta-

55 tion device type data thereto for each object, which is to

indicate the type of the presentation device to be used.

In the terminal device, before the reception of the broad-

cast signal, the type of the terminal device being usied
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by connection is identified, and on the basis of the result

. of the judgment of the type and. the presentation type

judgment data contained in the scene description data

received, objects corresponding to type of the presenta-

tion device which is being connected to be used, are

selected from a plurality of objects received and
decoded, and these objects are synthesized in accord-

ance with the scene description data, so as to be output

to a display or speaker, serving as a presentation

.device.

[0116] FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing the

structure of a terminal device to be carried in car,

; according to the sixth embodiment. It should be noted

that structural elements shown in this figure, which are

similar to those shown in FIG. 1 are designated by the

same reference numerals* -and detailed descriptions

therefor will be omitted here.

<~[01

1

7] , A synthesizing unit 50F comprises presenta-

tion controlmeans 51 F and presentation type judgment
v.-mearis 52 F. The presentation type judgment means 52

F

j judges the type of a presentation device being con-

nected to the synthesizing unit 50R that is, if a display

53 is connected or a speaker54 is connected is judged,

and further it the display 53 is connected, it is judged if

its specification is at high resolution or low resolution.

[0118] When presenting received objects. The
presentation control means 51 F compares the judg-

ment result of the presentation type judgment means
with the presentation device type data contained in the

scene description analysis data SC obtained by the

scene description analysis unit 48. Then, on the basis of

the result of the comparison,iObjects in compliance with

the type of the presentation device presently connected

to the self device, are judged, and from a plurality of

received objects input from the selecting unit 49, those

which match the object are selected, and the selected

objects are synthesized in accordance with the scene
description analysis data SC, and then supplied to the

display 53 or the speaker 54.

[0119] With the above-described structure, the fol-

..; lowing object presentation operation is carried out in the

terminal device according to this embodiment. FIG. 21

\& isva^flowctiart indk;ati

^[0ll2^a^ f ^riprto^ broadcast signal,

^^thasynthesizing unit SOF judges the type of;the terminal

device which is connected to be made usable. That is, if

the display 53 is connected or the speaker 54 is con-

nected is judged, and further if the display 53 is con-

nected, it is, judged, if the specification is a high

resolution or low resolution.

[0121] When a broadcast signal is received in the
;
^ above-described state, the synthesizing unit 50F, in

Step 21a, selects one object from the scene description

analysis data SC output from the scene description

analysis unit 48, and the type of the presentation device

associated with this object is compared with the type of

the presentation device of the self already judged in

advance in Step 21b. If they match, those correspond-

ing to the selected object are selected from a plurality of

received objects output from the selecting unit 49 in

Step 21c.

s [0122] On the other hand, if the result of the com-
parison indicates that the type of the presentation

device designated by the scene description data from
the signal transmitting station 10 side, and the type of

the presentation device connected to the self device do
w not match, the operation of the synthesizing unit 50F

moves onto Step 2ld, where it is judged whether or not

not-yet-selected objects are remaining in the scene
description analysis data SC. If remaining, the operation

goes back to Step 21c. one not-yet-selected object is

75 selected, and the process from the steps 21 b arid 21c is

executed. Then, similarly, the above^described process
is repeatedly carried out on every object included in the

scene description analysis data SC. :

[01 23] After that, the objects selected in the above
20 processing operations, as object to be presented are

synthesized in accordance with the scene description

analysis data SC; and they are supplied to the presen-
tation device connected to the self device, to present the

objects.

25 [0124] Let us suppose now that scene description

data as shown in FIG. 22 is sent from the signal trans-

mitting station 10 while the speaker 54 and the tow-res-

olution display 54 are connected to the self device: In

this case, the synthesizing unit 50F recognizes objects
so designated to types such as "speaker" and "low-resolu-

tion LCD", that is, "voice 1" and "text T" by the presenta-

tion device type data. Further, out of a plurality, of

received objects output from the selecting unit 49; those
received objects which correspond to the above-men-

35 tioned Voice 1" and "text 1" aire selected respectively,

and these received objects are synthesized in Accord-

ance with the scene description: analysis data SC. and
then supplied to the display 53 or the speaker 54;

[01 25] Meanwhile, in the case where the speaker
40 54 and the high-resolution display are connected to the

self device, out of a plurality of received objects output

frorn the selecting unit 49i thc^e-r

^rrespor^
vand^rriageA >;>thatis^all the c^ette/cire selected,ahd <

45 these received objects are synthesized in accordance
with the scene description analysis data S>C, and then

supplied to the display 53 and the speaker 54.

[0126] It should be noted that in the ease of a termi-

nal device of a radio type having only a speaker, out of

so a plurality of received objects output from the selecting

unit 49, the received object which corresponds to the

"voice 1", that is, only the audio object, is selected; and
output from speaker 53 as sound.

[0127] According to the sixth embodiment, objects

55 which are in compliance with types of the presentation

devices being used by connection are selected on the

basis of the presentation device type data contained in

the scene presentation data; and presented by the
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respective presentation devices. Therefore, an appro-

priate object presentation in accordance with the type of

the presentation device can be performed at ail times.

Moreover, the designation of the type of the presenta-

tion device corresponding to a respective object is car-

ried out on the signal transmitting station 10 side, and

the revision of the designation of the type of the presen-

tation device, which becomes necessary to match the

renewal of the object can be carried out in a batch on

the signal transmitting station 1 0 side.

(Seventh Embodiment)

[0128] FIG; 23 is a schematic diagram showing a

structure of a digital satellite broadcast system to which

the seventh embodiment of the present invention is

applied. rt should be noted that structural elements

shown in this figure, which are similar to those shown in

FIG. 23 are designated by the same reference numer-

als; and descriptions therefor will not be repeated here.

[0129] In FIG. 23, an automobile equipped with a

terminal device 40 comprises a GPS signal receiver for

receiving GPS signals from GPS satellites (GS1> GS2)
to obtain the present location of the self, a ground wave
TV receiver for receiving a ground wave television

broadcast.from a ground wave television broadcast sta-

tion 100, ah ITS receiver for receiving ITS data from an

ITS (Intelligent Transportation System), and a mobile

communicatibn device for carrying out communication

by connecting to a response server 310 via a mobile

public network 300.

[0130]- FIG. 24 shows a structure of the car-

equipped terminal device 40. In FIG. 24, a satellite

broadcast wave from a geostationary satellite 30 is

received via an antenna 141 by a satellite broadcast

receiving unit 142. The receiving unit 141 is capable of

selecting at feast two channels of broadcast services,

one of which is sent to a first selection channel data

processing unh 43, arid the other is sent to a second

selection channel data processing unit 144. The data

processing units 143 and 144 are designed to decode

the data of the.selected broadcast services resp^rtively,

V arid;the data^obtained here are sent viaaiirar^ iselect-

teir£ to

/#^ectyfel#t^
; irt&gratetf 'ihtbiohe ^service data. Of the service 'data

obtained here, imagedata is displayed on a display unit

-148 arid voice data is played acoustically by an audio

playback unit 149.

[0131] A touch panel sensor (not shown) is pro-

vided on the display screen of the display unit 148, and

a touch panel selection control unit 150 for instructing a

data presentation to the syntheisizing unit 147 from a

sensor output by judging the designation data of the

user is provided. When the designation data indicates

the connection with the response server 310, the touch

panelselection control unit 150 informs its user desig-

nation data to a mobile communication control device

151. During this period, the mobile communication con-

trol device 151 obtains address data of a communica-

tion opponent (response server 310) from the area

service data selecting unit 146. and controls the mobile

5 communication device 158 to make a connection with

the response server 310. Thus, necessary data is

downloaded or uploaded.

[01 32] On the other hand, to the area selecting unit

145, the present location data obtained by the GPS
10 receiver 153 via an antenna 152 is input. Further, to the

area service data selecting unit 146, ITS data obtained

by an ITS receiver 155 via an antenna 154, and pro-

gram data of ground wave TV broadcast obtained by a

ground wave TV receiver 157 via an antenna 156 are

is input. It should be noted that the ITS data and ground

wave TV program data are, in some cases, input to the

synthesizing unit 1 47.

[01 33] In connection with the car-equipped signal

.

receiving terminal device 40 having the above-

90 described structure, integration of a plurality of broad-

cast services will now be described, v

[01 34] Let us suppose now that a broadcast service

of map information is provided on one channel, whereas

a local broadcast service of facilities and region is pro-

25 vided on another channel.

[01 35] Here; in the broadcast service of map infor-

mation, the map within the service area is divided like a

mesh as shown in FIG. 25A (it may be circular zones),

and the divided areas are referred to by area numbers
30 (1 to N) ( so as to present it in a bitmap format as shown

in FIG. 25; In the case, the range (region) of each

divided area is designated by the upper left coordinates

and the lower right coordinates, which are expressed by

a north latitude and east longitude. FIG. 26 shows the

35 types and contents of data at the respective divided

area numbers (area No.) of the map informatiori data.

When a broadcast service which provides the map
information is selected, it is decoded in the first channel

data processing unit 143 and sent to the area selecting

40 unit 145.

[0136] The processing contents of the area^ select-

ing unit ;143 are shown in F- IG. 27: First^frpm;^the^rnajpi

^iriformatfo^

the lower right and upper^

45 areas No.1 to N are obtained so ais to sp<^fy the region

of each area (S1). Then, GPS location data (present

location) are obtained at certain intervals from the GPS
receiver 153 (S2). * :

[01 37] Next, an area No. 1 is designated (S3) , and it

so is judged H the present location is included in the area

No.1 (S4). If not included, the subsequently area No. is

designated to judge if the present location is included;

and after that, until the area which contains the present

location is found, the operation is repeated (S5 to SB).

55 When the area which includes the present location is

found, it is monitored if the present location falls out of

the area (S9). If it falls out of the area, an area which

presently includes the present location is searched
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(510) , and the operation moves on to the process of

, Step S4. ....... -

[0138] While the present location is included in the

area, the area and the bitmap (map) of other 8 areas

which surround that area are obtained and renewed 5

(51 1) ; and the bitmaps of the above 9 areas are devel-

oped on an internal image memory (S12). Thus, the bit-

map data of the display region with respect to the

present location being set at center is output (S13).

Here, the reason why the bitmaps of not only the area w
which includes the present location but also the sur-

:
rounding areas are obtained and renewed, is to be able

tOifbllow to the next display area immediately after the

present location falls out of the display area between
times t1 and t2 as the device-equipped automobile 75

moves as shown in FIG. 28. Please note that an area

No. i is directly displayed in order to simplify the expla-

nation.

[0139] On the other hand, in the case where the

location data and its additional data are, of movie theat- 20

, ersy, convenience stores, gas stations, financial facilities,

governmental facilities are provided in a hierarchical

way,; the data of the local broadcast service is decoded
by the second channel data processing unit 144. and
then sent to the intra-service data selecting unit 1 46. 25

[0140] Here, as local broadcast services; a number
(No.) is assigned to each of the service data as shown
in FIG. 29. and service type, location, title, address of

response service, and additional data are prepared as
types of service in accordance with necessity. For 30

example, the contents of service No. 1 include a service

type of movie theater, a location of north latitude 00
degrees and east longitude xx degrees, a title of cinema

1 , a server address-of xx-xxxx-xxxx, and additional data

of still image and voice, and the contents of service No. 35

2 include a service type of convenience store, a location

of north latitude 00 degrees and east longitude xx

> degrees, a title of A store 1 ; a server address of xx-xxxx-

xxxx, and additional data of text data. Here, the number
of service data is set to be M. 40

[0141] : The process contents, of the area service

data selecting .unit 146 are shown invflG. 3~ First, the
..... r^iondata;ofvan area^
rf^ca^n^is^ jfr^rn the area^selecting unit:145

^j{^1)*#he^^ z 45

^^ether br^not the

y area No ,i is judged (S23>/ If it is not in the region, the

subsequent . service data ;is designated one after

another, and thus service data: within the region of the

area No. lis searched with regard to all the service data . so

(S24 to S27). In the region, a display character is

selected from the service type of service data No. 1

(S28), and the display position is designated and a dis-

play character is output (S29). Next, whether or not

there is a request of additional data is judged (S30). If 55

there is such a request, the additional data is output

(S31), whereas if there is not, the state is maintained as
it is, and it is judged whether or not there has been a

change in area (S32).

[0142] Here, if there has been no change in area,

the operation moves back to Step S24, where the next

service data is designated and the above-described

process is repeated. If there has been a change in area,

the operation moves back to step S21 to execute the

process from the beginning.

[0143] In the above-described manner, area map
data selected by the area selecting unit 147 and area

service data (display character and additional data)

selected by the area service data selecting unit 146 are

both sent to the synthesizing unit 147. FIG. 31 shows
the processing contents of the synthesizing unit 147.

[0144] In FIG. 31, first, a map of the area No. i is

drawn from the map data selected from the area select-

ing unit 147 (S41), and a display character is superim-

posed at a designated location on the map drawn on the

basis of the service data from the area service data

selecting unit 146 (S42). Here, when there is a request

of reproduction of additional data from the user, it is

judged if the additional data is present or absent (S43),

If the additional data is present, it is reproduced and out-

put (S44), whereas if it is absent, a series of processing

operations are finished. ; -
•

[01 45] j FIG. 32A shows a display example of service

data formed by the synthesizing unit 147. In this exam-
ple, texts which indicate facilities such as stores and
public facilities, and their titles are displayed as.they are

:

superimposed on a road map. This figures shows that,

when the user operates to select one of them by a touch

panel, texts given as additional data are displayed by a
pop up form.

[01 46] There are several ways of presenting addi-

tional data considered. For example, if they are of text

data, they can be read out in voice, arid then the driver

is no longer required to watch the screen, which is pref-

erable in terms of safety. Or not in a pop up form, but the

data may be displayed on the entire screen or in a telbp

form: Further, if the additional data is in image; sub-

screen display, divisional display, screen switching dis-

play and the like are considered.

[0147],, ^
^shouldabelnACo^plian

V^tothis format; it becomes possible to free seitbe d?ite

to be synthesized with other objects. ^ %vv^:-y-'--

[01 48] . Further, . when an access address : to the

response server 310 is wrrttenin additional data; and its

access guide is included in the additional data as pro-

vided service data, it ispresented to the user in the form

of image or sound. Here, when a selection operation is

received through the touch panel, the mobile communi-
cation device 158 is automatically connected to the

response server 31 0 via the mobile communication con-

trol device 151, and a necessary download operation

(for example, area information) or upload operation (for

example, answer to questionnaire or quiz, a request or

the like) is executed; Thus, it is possible to integrate the

invention with the mobile communication:
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[0149] Next, the integration of the invention with

other broadcast or communication media will now be
described.

[0150] First, the integration with the ITS system will

now be considered. That is, in FIG. 24, when there is

ITS data received from the ITS signal receiver 155, the

amount of traffic and the like are identified from the ITS

data in the area service data selecting unit 146 or the

. synthesizing unit 147. Such data may be displayed on
the display unit 148 as, display portions, for example,

the range of a traffic jam, a site of road under construc-

tion, and a site of an accident which occurred, are

superimposed on the map drawn, or the side of road

under construction, the distance to the site of the acci-

dent occurred, and the guide to the detour are pre-

sented in sounds. As an example, FIG. 33B shows an
display image in which a display part which indicates a
traffic jam section formed from the ITS data is superim-

posed on a map formed of data from the area selecting

unit 1 45.

[0151] Here, a specific example of the integration

with ihe ITS system will be described.

[0152] Recently, in Japan, VICS (vehicle informa-

tion and communication system) service started as one
of the ITS systems This service uses a communication
line of, for example, an FM data multiplex broadcast to

transmit traffic jam data to a car navigation device. The
trafficjam data transmitted via the VICS include link jam
data and link travel data A link is a unit of a road parti-

tioned by main intersections. The link jam data provides

the traffic jam status of each link by categorizing it into

four steps, namely "jam-up", "heavy", "light" and "no

information available". The link travel time is a time

required to pass through a link.

[0153] In the above<fescribed car navigation

device, the roads of the built-in map database are asso-

ciated with the links in advance so that it becomes able

to separate the road by different colors, and perform a
dynamic route navigation and the like. It should be
noted that the state where the roads on the map need
be separated by different colors is called a VICS level 3.

c In level 1, only text data is indicated, and in level 2; sim-

plitied^eotor^gra^

:n

di^ay screen (naturally neees-

:sdrytMr navigation and dynamic route search).

[0154] : This link itself is not very frequently revised

for itb nature; however for the in-advance preparation of

the areavenlargemeht to be subjected to VICS, it is con-

sidered advantageous to provide link adding means.
The data regarding link (which road, the name of the

intersection of the starting point or finishing point, abso-

lute coordinates of these, and the like) are not transmit-

ted via VICS, and therefore it is necessary that they

should be stored in CD-ROM in advance (car navigation

mode), or such data are stored in the terminal side via

data distribution such as broadcasting.

[0155] With the present invention, when broadcast-

ing map data, latest link data itself which has been sub-

jected to revision, addition and deletion are

broadcasted, and link data is accumulated in the termi-

nal device side to make a database.

5 [0156] An example of link data is shown in FIG. 33.

In each link number of the link data, the name of the

intersections of the starting point and finishing point,

and their coordinates are indicated. In the case where
VICS data is newly obtained, ft is checked if the traffic

10 status is "jam-up", if it is not "jam-up", the process is fin-

ished. On the other hand, if it is "jam-up", coordinates 1

of the intersection at the starting point and coordinates

2 of the intersection at the finishing point are obtained

from the link number of VICS data and link database.

75 Then, it is judged if each set of them is included in an
area I presently displayed, and if hone of them are

included, the process is finished. If included, a text

which indicates "jam-up" is displayed at the location of

the coordinates.

20 [0157] It should be noted that when a link database
is provided in advance in the terminal device, and only

data regarding revision, addition or deletion to the link

data on the database is broadcasted, to renew the data-

base of the terminal device one after another, it is pos-

25 sible to save the time for accumulating the link data for

the first time.

[0158] It is also possible that, in the VICS. only text

data of level 1 is obtained, and it is displayed on the

receiver's screen of the original digital broadcasting in a
30 telop mode:

[01591 Next, the^ integration with the ground wave
TV broadcast is considered. As data utilized in the con-

ventional broadcast, text data in character multiplexion

broadcast or text data are considered. In this case, a
35 character multiplex broadcast is received by a ground

wave TV receiver 157 and the text data is developed by
the area service data selecting unit 146 or synthesizing

unit 147 in a predetermined region oh the screen tb be
displayed in a telop mode on the : display unit 1 48. An

40 example is shown in FIG. 32C, which illustrates that text

data obtained by a TV receiver 155 is superimposed
and displayed in a telop mode on a map formed by data

• >frbirt^ ^^h^x^^u >.'-;

[0i6O] ; Further, in the case Where regional data

45 such as weather forecast is received by character rhuiti-

plex broadcast, it is more advantageous that such data

is interpreted and displayed in text on the map. Further,

as the digital broadcast is being improved as advanced
TV broadcast. Under these circumstances, when a pro-

50 gram is provided in compliance with the MPEG 4, the

contents of the program can be freely and easily taken

in.

(Other Embodiment)
55

[0161] The structures of the first to third embodi-

ments and those of the fourth to sixth embodiments may
be incorporated in appropriate combinations in accord-
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ance with necessity to make other embodiments.

[0162] Further, the above-described (embodiments

are described in connection with the case of a digital

satellite broadcast system; however the present inven-

tion is applicable to a digital broadcast system which

uses a ground wave.

[0163] Further, in any of the first to sixth embodi-

ments., objects are decoded by the decoders 44 to 46,

and then selected by the selecting unit 49 in accordance

with the scene descriptiorvdata; Further they are selec-

tively synthesized by the synthesizing unit 50. However,

it is also possible that objects are selected by the selec-

tion unit 49 on the basis of the scene description data,

and then thus selected objects are decoded to be syn-

thesized.

[0164], . Further, in the seventh embodiment, the

integration with TV broadcast is explained, but naturally

the integration with the radio broadcast is similarly prac-

ticable. Further, it is possfole that when a high-fidelity

television broadcast in other satellite broadcast is

broadcasted ,; at low; rate, * the highrfkfelrty television

broadcast is received and displayed while standing or

traveling at low speed. On the other hand, while

traveling at high speed, a broadcast from the main sat-

ellite broadcast system can be received and displayed.

Further, when a mobile communication device is uti-

lized, it becomes possible to watch a TV program dis-

tributed via the Internet or the like.

[0165] Further, the \ seventh embodiment is

described in connection with the case where the touch

panel is used by the user to make a selection. For input-

ting an instruction of selection, a voice recognition

device, remote controller: and the like can be utilized. In

particular, in the case where the voice recognition

device is used, the user can set an instruction without

changing the eye view while driving, which is preferable

in terms of safety.

: [0166] In the seventh embodiment; map data is pro-

vided all in broadcastsng; but it is also possible that

renewal data is provided for the map data already set in

the conventional car navigation system.

[0167] Further, it is also considered that still image
^aruitext^
broadcast, or program data is provided in cooperation

•v .
.^vfflfr-ate]^ '

; v[0168] Morecver^ as- • the< encoding method
employed in a digital sate) lite broadcast system for

: mobile station s^,there is >a ; plan of using <an MPEG4

;

v however the present invention is not limited to this, but,

for example. MHEG
;
(Multimedia and Hypermedia

Expert Group) and the like can be used. The format of

indicating scene description data may be of any type of

it's own, and various formats such as HTML (Hyper Text

Markup Language) and XML (extensible Markup Lan-

guage: one of metalanguges for describing data struc-

turally).

Industrial Applicability

[0169] As described above in detail, according to

the present invention, there is provided a digital broad-

5 casting system which not only merely provides a pro-

gram as a broadcast service when broadcasting

multimedia data containing picture, sound, texts and the

like, to a terminal device built in, mainly, a mobile sta-

tion, but also is capable of presenting data which can
10 flexibly follow up the needs and the use state of the user

with the program contents themselves, as well as a ter-

minal device therefor.
•

[0170] As a result, there is provided a digital broad-

casting system capable of presenting data optimal to

is the status of the terminal device, together with a termi-

nal device. Further, there is provided a digital broad-

casting system for providing a broadcasting service,

from a new point of view, and capable of contributing to

the development of the information society by tntegrat-

20 ing a plurality of broadcasting services together and fur-

ther integrating a new service with a conventional

medium. . .: ; ;

Claims

25 .

, •

. • .

1: A digital broadcasting system characterized by

comprising: ~;

program production means for producing apro-
30 gram by competing scenes as one or more

objects are combined:

broadcast signal generation means for convert-

ing an object produced by the program produc-

tion means, into a broadcast signal; and ;

35 signal transmission means for transmitting the

broadcast signal generated by the broadcast

signal generation means to a predetermined

service area.

40 2i A digital broadcast system according- to claim 1,

characterized in that the program producing means
Oh composes each scene of;the program by,muftiplex-

V v- ing the onie;^
1 -•^4^^her:---^i ^>^:y^y-:: ^a< bi/ii

.

'

'

•
.

3. A digital broadcast system according/tb claim 1,

characterized in that:

the program producing means generates each
so scene of the program by multiplexing the one or

more objects in a hierarchical manner; and
the broadcast signal generating means
includes scene description data in the broad-

cast signal.

55

4. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem for broadcasting s broadcast signal contained

in one or more objects which compose scenes of a

17
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program towards a predetermined service area;

. the terminal device characterized by comprising:

receiver means for receiving the broadcast sig-

nal and reproducing one or more objects which

constitute each scene of the program; and
presentation means for presenting the program

by arbitrarily selecting and synthesizing the

one or more objects reproduced by the receiver

means.

5. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 4, characterized in that:

when the broadcast signal contains scene
description data containing data for synthesiz-

ing and presenting the one or more objects

which compose each scene,

the receiver means reproduces the scene
description data together with the object; and
the presentation means synthesizes the one or

more objects on the basis of the scene descrip-

tion data.

6. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 5. characterized by further

comprising: presentation control means for rewrit-

ing scene description data reproduced by the

receiver means so as to select and revise contents

of presentation of the objects.

,7. A terminal device used, in a digital broadcast sys-

tem for converting one or more objects which com-
pose scenes of a program provide, into a broadcast

signal in a broadcast station, so as to be broad-

casted towards a predetermined service area;

the terminal device characterized by comprising:

receiver means for receiving the broadcast sig-

nal and reproducing the plurality of objects

from the received signal;

status detection means for detecting a prede-

database in which setting data each indicating

a relationship in terms of correspondence

between the status of the self device and an
object to be presented to the user, are stored;

object selecting means for selecting objects to

be presented from a plurality of objects repro-

duced by the receiver meanSi on the basis of a
detection result by the status detection means
and the setting data of the database; and
a presentation device for presenting the objects

selected by the selecting means.

8. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem for converting one or more objects which com-
pose scenes of a program provide, into a broadcast

signal in a broadcast station, so as to be broad-

casted towards a predetermined service area on a

ground by relaying the broadcast signal via a satel-

lite;

5 the terminal device characterized by comprising:

receiver means for receiving the broadcast sig-

nal and reproducing the plurality of objects

from the received signal;

10 status detection means for detecting a prede-

termined status of a self device;

database in which setting data each indicating

a relationship in terms of correspondence

between the status of the self device and an
is object to be presented to the user, are stored;

object selecting means for selecting objects to

be presented from a plurality of objects repro-

duced by the receiver means, on the basis of a

detection result by the status detection means
20 and the setting data of the database; arid

a presentation device for presenting the objects

selected by the selecting means.

9. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

25 tern, according to claim 7 or 8, characterized in that:

the status detection means includes location

detection means for detecting a/present loca-

tion of the self device;

30 the database stores the setting data each indi-

cating a relationship in terms of correspond-

ence between the status of the self device and
an object to be presented to the user; and
the object selecting means selects an object

35 corresponding to the present location of the

self device from the one or more objects repro-

duced by the receiver means, oh the basis of

the present location of the self device, detected

by the location detection means and the setting

40 data of the database.

10. A terminal device used in a digrtal;:bra

^vter#acco^

45 the status detection means includes moving

state detection means for detecting a moving

state of the self device;

the database stores, in advance, the setting

data each indicating a relationship in terms of

so correspondence between the moving state of

the self device and an object to be presented to

the user; and
the object selecting means selects an object

corresponding to the moving state of the self

55 device from the one or more objects repro-

duced by the receiver means, on the basis of

the moving state of the self device, detected by

the moving state detection means and the set-

18
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ting data of the database.

11. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 7 or 8, characterized in that:

the status detection means includes presenta-

tion type detection means for detecting a type

of the presentation device;

the database stores, in advance, the setting

data each indicating a relationship in terms of

correspondence between the type of the pres-

entation device and an object to be presented
to the user; and -

the object selecting means selects an object

corresponding to the type of the presentation

device from the one or more objects repro-

duced by the receiver means, on the basis of

the type of the presentation device, detected by

:V v the presentation type detection means and the

setting data of the database.

12. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 7 or 8, characterized in that:

when the broadcast station inputs renewal data for

renewing setting data stored in the database, in the

broadcast signal.

the receiver means reproduces the renewal

data from the received signal; and
the terminal device further comprises renewal

control means for renewing setting data stored

in the database in accordance with the renewal

data reproduced by the receiver means.

13. A digital broadcastingsystem in which one or more
objects which constitute scenes of a provided pro-

gram* and scene description data.containing data
used for synthesizing and presenting these objects,

are converted: into broadcast signals in a broadcast
station, and the broadcast signals are transmitted

to a terminal device* wherein:

on the basis of the scene description data

. reproduced by the receiver means.

14. A digital broadcasting system in which one or more
s objects which constitute scenes of a provided pro-

gram, and scene description data containing data
used for synthesizing and presenting these objects,

are converted into broadcast signals in a broadcast
station, arid the broadcast signals are transmitted

io to a terminal device present in a predetermined
service area on a ground by relaying the broadcast
signals via a satellite* wherein:

the broadcast station comprises condition des-
'5 ignation data transmitting means for transmit-

ting the broadcast signal with condition

designation data for designating presentation

condition of the objects, contained therein; and
the terminal device includes: receiver means

20 for receiving the broadcast signal and repro-

ducing one or more objects, scene description

data and condition designation data, respec-
tively, from the received signal; status detection

means for detecting a predetermined status of

25 the self device; object selection means for

selecting an object to be presented, from the

one or more objects reproduced by the receiver

means; and a presentation device for present-

ing the object selected by the selection means
30 on the baisis of the scene description data

reproduced by the receiver means.

15. A digital broadcast system according to claim 13 or

14, characterized in that the condition designation
35 data transmitting means transmits the scene :

description data with condition designation data for

designating: presentation condition of the objects,

contained therein.

40 16. A digital broadcast system according to claim 13 or

14. characterized in that;

- ;r lthe^(x>r^

vme^S
i transmits region designation data for

.designating a presentation region for each
object constituting a scene as one of the condi-

tion designation data

;

the status detection means includes location

detection means for detecting a present loca-

tion of the self device; and
the object selection means compares the

present location of the self device detected by
the location detection means and the region

designation data reproduced by the receiver

means, with each other, and selects an object

corresponding to the present location of the

self device on the basis of a result of the com-
parison.

/ Y ^ vcr
ting the broadcast signal with condition as ;

V ; : v ^ designation data for designating presentation

;: Jcondition of the'objects; contained therein; and
^the terminal device includes: receiver means

v tot receiving the broadcast signal and repro-

v
: ducing one or more objects, scene description so

data and condition designation data, respec-

tively, from the received signal; status detection

means for detecting a predetermined status of

the self device; object selection means for

selecting an object to be presented, from the ss

one or more objects reproduced by the receiver

means; and a presentation device for present-

ing the object selected by the selection means

19
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17. A digital broadcast system according to claim 13 or

14, characterized in that:

the condition designation data transmission

means transmits movement state type desig- 5

nation data for performing presentation in

accordance with the moving state of the termi-

nal device for each object constituting a scene

as one of the condition designation data;

the receiver means reproduces movement 10

state type designation data which is one of the

condition designation data from the receiver

signal;

the status detection means includes movement
state detection means for detecting a move- 15

ment state of the self device; and

the object selection means compares the

movement state of the self device detected by

the movement state detection means and the

movement state type designation data repro- 20

duced by the receiver means, with each other,

and selects an object corresponding to the

movement state of the self device on the basis

of a result of the, comparison.< 25

18. A digital broadcast system according to claim 13 or

14; characterized in that:

the condition designation: data transmission

means transmits type designation data for des- 30

ignating a type of a presentation device capa-

ble of presentation for each object constituting

a scene as one of the condition designation

data;

the receiver means reproduces presentation 35

type designation data which is one of the con-

dition designation data from the receiver signal;

the status detection means includesipresenta-

tion type detection means for detecting the type

of the presentation device; and 40

the object selection means compares the type

of the presentation device detected by the

v ^ avupresentetion :^ ;

by theV

7 recewerrm^ selects ^5

designated type of the presentation device on

the basis of a result o? j the comparison.

19. A terminal device used in a digital broadcasting so

system in which one or more objects which consti-

tute scenes of a provided program, scene descrip-

tion data containing data used for synthesizing and

presenting these objects, and condition designation

data for designating a presentation condition of the ss

objects, are converted into broadcast signals in a

broadcast station, to be transmitted towards a pre-

determined service area, the terminal device char-

acterized by comprising:

receiver means for receiving the broadcast sig-

nal and reproducing one or more objects,

scene description data and condition designa-

tion data, respectively, from the received sig-

nal;

status detection means for detecting a prede-

termined status of the self device;

object selection means for selecting an object

to be presented, from the one or more objects

reproduced by the receiver means, on the

basis of a result of the detection by the status

detection means and the condition designation

data reproduced by the receiver means; and

a presentation device for presenting the object

selected by the selection means.

20. A terminal device used in a digital broadcasting

system in which one or more objects which consti-

tute scenes of a provided program, scene descrip-

tion data containing data used for synthesizing and

presenting these objects, and condition designation

data for designating a presentation condition of the

objects, are converted into broadcast signals in a

broadcast station, and the broadcast signals are

broadcasted towards a predetermined service area

on a ground by relaying them via a satellite, the ter-

minal device characterized by comprising:

receiver means for receiving the broadcast sig-

nal and reproducing one or more objects,

scene description data and condition designa-

tion data from the received signal;

status detection means for detecting a prede-

termined status of the serf device;

object selection means for selecting an object

to be presented; from the one or more objects

reproduced by the receiver means; on the

basis of a result of the detection by the status

detection means and the condition designation

data reproduced by the receiver means; and

X-^::</:^^
;

'«elebtedrby th^fselecti6n
:-mei^£.:

:

-
:;
t

21; A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 19 or 20, characterized in

that: when the broadcast station transmits the

broadcast signal with region designation data for

designating a presentation region for each object

constituting a scene, as one of the condition desig-

nation data,

the receiver means reproduces region desig-

nation data, which is one of the condition des-

ignation data from the received signal;

the status detection data includes location

detection means for detecting a present loca-

20
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tion of a self device; and

the object selection means compares the

present location of the self device detected by

the location detection means and the region

designation data reproduced by the receiver

means, with each other, and selects an object

corresponding to the present location of the

self device on the basis of a result of the com-
parison.

22. A terminal device used, in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 19 or 20. characterized in

that: when the broadcast station transmits the

movement state type designation data for perform-

ing a presentation in accordance with the move-
ment status of the terminal device, for each object

constituting a scene, as one of the condition desig-

nation data,

. the receiver - means .reproduces movement
v , state type designation data which is one of the

.condition designation data from the receiver

-signal;:-. .= ...
...

the status detection means includes movement
state detection means for detecting a move-
ment state of the self device; and
the object selection means compares the

movement state of the self device detected by
wy- the movement state detection means and the

movement state type designation data repro-

duced by the receiver means, with each other,

and selects an object corresponding to the

movement state of the self device on the basis

of a result of the comparison.

23. A terminal device used in a digital broadcast sys-

tem, according to claim 1 9 or 20, characterized in

that: when the broadcast station transmits the pres-

entation type designation data for designating the

type of the presentation device for each object con-

stituting a scene* as one of the condition designa-

>/ tion data, v., . >.

ryS > th>> receiver, means reproduces presentation

; r ^^it^/3^9^ti9n"^^*Which- is: one of the cbn-
- ^ ^^;ditfon-designaftibn.dala^m the receiver signal;

y-:- v,1he<.$tatus detection means includes presenta-

tion type detection means fordetecting the type

of the presentation device; and; '
;

the object selection means compares the type

of the presentation device detected by the

presentation type detection means and the

type designation data reproduced by the

receiver means, with each other, and selects

and transmits an object corresponding to the

designated type of the presentation device on

. the basts of a result of the comparison.

10

20

25

30

35

40

24. A digital broadcasting system for providing broad-

cast services including at least one of picture,

sound and data in each of a plurality of channels,

wherein, of broadcast signals of the plurality of

channels, broadcast services which are relevant to

each other can be provided for each other between
arbitrary channels, and a plurality of channels pro-

vided with broadcast services relevant to each
other are received and synthesized on the signal

receiving side, thus providing one broadcast serv-

ice.

25. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

24, characterized in that the broadcast services rel-

evant to each other providexlata relating to commu-
nication/broadcast data other than the present

digital broadcast.

26. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

24, characterized in that the broadcast services rel-

evant to each other between the arbitrary channels,

are broadcast services for providing map data and
broadcast services for providing data of facilities or

region^ which contain location data on the map.

27. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

26; characterized in that the broadcast service

which provides the map data provides a map of an
entire broadcast area by fractionizing itwith addi-

tion of location data for each part

28. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

27, characterized in that the fractionization of the

map of the entire broadcast area is processed in

meshes. .

29. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

26, characterized in -that the broadcast service for

providing the facilities or region data, provides Idea-

tion data and additional data in a hierarchical man-
* ner.

A^digital ;broa^^

25, characterized; in - that^the other^commuhica1

45 tion/broadcast data is at least one of navigation sat-

ellite data, traffic control data, ground wave
broadcast, mobile station communication data and
satellite broadcast;

so 31. A digital broadcasting system according to claim

25, characterized in that, when there is a server

which provides data related to the present digital

broadcast via a public communication network, and
acquires data from a user, an access guide to the

55 server is provided in the broadcast service.

32. A terminal device used.for the digital broadcasting

system, which provides a broadcast service con-
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taining at least one of picture, sound and data,

. _ _ . the terminal characterized by comprising:

a broadcast receiver unit for receiving a plural-

ity of broadcast services related to each other

between arbitrary channels, of broadcast sig-

nals of the plurality of channels;

data synthesizing means for synthesizing data

of a plurality of broadcast services related to

each other, received by the broadcast receiver,

to present it as one broadcast service; and

a display device and sound reproduction

device for displaying image and sound of a

broadcast service presented by the data syn-

thesizing means.

33. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

according to claim 32, wherein the broadcast serv-

ices related between, the arbitrary channels are

broadcast service for providing map data, and

broadcast service for providing data of facilities and

region, which include location data on the map, the

^ broadcast service which provides the map data

fractionize a map of an entire broadcast area, with

addition of location data to each part, and the termi-

nal device includes present location data acquiring

means for acquiring a present location of a self,

the data synthesizing;means characterized by com-

prising: .. • v . . v .

area identification means for identifying a

divided area on the map, obtained from present

location data acquired by the present location

data acquiring means; :

data selection means for selecting a facility or

region data, which is included in the area iden-

tified, by the area kJentifieatidn means, from

data provided by the facility or region data

broadcast service; and

image synthesizing means for developing the

map identified by the area identification means
and synthesizing the facility or region data

v / y , ^ selected by the data seleetioh means •ori ihe

. f ;?Wfs'map?iri-a pr^eterri^n^fc^mat

>v 34^ A;3erminaMdevice bf a digital broadcast system
>::-'C f -.^aocbrding--'tD'-cIaim 33, characterized in that when

additional data are provided by the facility or region

data broadcast service in a hierarchical manner,

the data synthesizing means includes addi-

tional presentation means for presenting the

additional data in accordance with a selection

operation by the user.

35. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

according to claim 34, characterized in that the

additional data presentation means displays, when

the additional data is an image, the image on a part

or an entire of the screen of the display device.

36. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system
5 according to claim 34, characterized by further

comprising an input device for inputting the selec-

tion instruction by the user, wherein

the additional data presentation means presents

data corresponding to a display part of the facility or

10 region displayed on the display screen when the

display part is designated by the instruction opera-

tion input through the input device by the user.

37. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

is according to claim 34, characterized in that;

the display device includes a touch panel

device on the display screen; and

the additional data presentation means
20 presents data corresponding to a display part

of the facility or region displayed on the display

- screen when the display part- is designated by

the instruction operation input through the input

device by the user.

25

38. A terminal device of a digital broadcast: system

according to claim : 34, characterized by further

comprising a voice recognition device for recogniz-

ing an operation instroc^^

30 the user, wherein

the additional data presentation means presents

data corresponding to a display part of the facility or

region displayed on the display screen when the

display part is designated by the instruction opera-

35 tion input through the input device by the user.

39. : A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

according to claim 33, characterized in that when
traffic control data receiver means is equjpped, the

40 data synthesizing means synthesizes contents of

traffic control data obtained by the traffic control

data receiver means, on the map in a predeter-

/ mined format. - ^Vv. '"-^v

45 40. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

according to claim 33, characterized in that when
ground- wave broadcast receiver means is

equipped* the image synthesizing means takes in

data of a ground wave broadcast program desig-

so : nated by the user, obtained by the ground wave
broadcast receiver means, and synthesize images

in a predetermined format.

41. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

55 according to claim 32, characterized in that when
there is a server who provides data relating to this

digital broadcast via a public communication net-

work, and acquires data from the user, an access

22
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guide is provided to the server in the broadcast

service, and communication means with the public

communication network is provided,

the data synthesizing means includes server 5

access guide presentation means for present-

ing the server access guide to the user via the

display device or audio reproduction device,

and
* the terminal device further comprises: server 10

connection instruction detection means for

detecting a server connection instruction of the

user by presenting the server access guide;

and communication control means for automat-

ically connecting the communication means to is

the server when the server connection instruc-

tion is detected by the detection means, and

executing communication on the basis of con-

tents of the server access guide.

20

42. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

according to claim 41, characterized by further

comprising: an input device for inputting a user

selection instruction to the server connection

instruction detection means. 25

43. A terminal device of a digital broadcast system

;
according to claim 42, characterized in that the

input device is either one of a remote controller for

the receiver device, a touch panel device provided 30

on the display screen of the display device and a

voice recognition device for recognizing an input

voice of the user.

50

55
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LOCATION JUDGMENT DATA BASE

REGION
OBJECT

(DEFAULT)
SFTTIlNfi 0R.1FPT

TOKYO TOKYO 0 I CHARACTER 1 TOKYO 1 : VISUAL 1

YOKOHAMA YOKOHAMA 1 : CHARACTER 2 YOKOHAMA 1 : AUDIO 3,

VISUAL 2

KANTO NONE

OTHERS ALL OF JAPAN 0 : CHARACTER 0 NONE

FIG. 5

DB RENEWAL DATA

SCENE

DESCRIPTION

COMMAND ID
MODE REGION

OBJECT

(DEFAULT)
SETTIING OBJECT

DB REVISION ADD KAWASAKI KAWASAKI 0 :

CHARACTER 0

DB REVISION DELETE YOKOHAMA

DB REVISION RENEW TOKYO TOKYO 0 : TOKYO 2 :

CHARACTER 1 CHARACTER 1

FIG.6

LOCAT ION . JUDGMENT DATA BASE (AFTER RENEWAL)

;regiw
::

(DEFAULT)
SETTIING OBJECT

TOKYO TOKYO 0 : CHARACTER 1 TOKYO 2 : CHARACTER 1

KAWASAKI KAWASAK I 0 : CHARACTER 0

KANTO NONE

OTHERS ALL OF JAPAN 0 : CHARACTER 0 NONE

FIG.7
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SCENE DESCRIPTION DATA

(WITH REGION DESIGNATI NG FUNCT ION)

START TIME END TIME REGION

SCENE 1 lb: 00 10:05

AUDIO 1 ro:oo io:or TOKYO

CHARACTER 1 10:00 10:05 NATION WIDE

IMAGE 1 io:6o 10:05 TOKYO

AUDIO 2 10:00 10:03 KANAGAWA

IMAGE 2 10:00 10:05 . KANAGAWA

FIG. 16

SCENE DESCRIPTION DATA
(WITH RUNNING STATE DESIGNATING^

VFUNCTION J

o-rArS-r -r,i.r- ~,r< -r...r- PRESENT WH I LE
START TIME END TIME RUNNING

SCENE 1 TQlOO, '.;

;:i;10:05,^:

AUDIO j l6to6 . 10:01 f :'y ON

CHARACTER 1 10:00 -10:05 OFF

IMAGE 1 10:00 10:05 OFF

FIG. 17
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/PRESENTATION

X

/ CONTROL BASED ON \
I DESIGNATED JXCONNECTED ;DEV I CE,/

SELECT ONE RECEIVED

OBJECT

SELECT CORRESPONDING

OBJECT

FIG. 21
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SCENE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

/"WITH CONNECTION DEVICES

VDESl GNATI NG FUNCTION J

START TIME END TIME
™TATI ON DEVICE

SCENE 1 10! 00 10:05

AUDIO 1 10:00 10:01 SPEAKER

CHARACTER 1 10:00 10:05
LOW-RESOLUTION LCD,
HIGH-RESOLUTION LCQ

IMAGE 1 10:00 10:05 HIGH-RESOLUTION LCD

FIG. 22
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COORDINATES i

1 2 3 '//,

•

N

FIG.25A

LOWER RIGHT

COORDINATES

FIG.25B
•v

EREA NO. TYPE OF DATA

UPPER LEFT
COORDINATES

LOWER RIGHT
COORDINATES

MAP

CONTENTS OF DATA

NORTH LATITUDE OO DEGREES

EAST LONG I TUDE XX DEGREES

NORTH LATITUDE OO DEGREES

EAST LONGITUDE XX DEGREES

BIT MAP 1

UPPER LEFT
COORDINATES

LOWER RIGHT
COORDINATES

MAP

NORTH LATITUDE OO DEGREES

EAST LONGITUDE XX DEGREES
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EAST LONG I TUDE XX DEGREES
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FIG. 26
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( START )

V

ACQUIRE NORTH LATITUDE,

EAST LONGITUDE DATA AT
UPPER LEFT AND LOWER

RIGHT COORDINATES OF

AREA NO. 1 ~N,
AND SPECIFY THE REGION
OF EACH AREA

OBTAIN GPS LOCATION

DATA AT CONSTANT

INTERVAL

-SI

-S2

AREA NO. i

PRESENT
'

LOCATION INCLUDED^- NO

IN AREA NO. L
?

YES
S9

'PRESENT

LOCATION FALLS OUT^YES
J)F AREA NO . i

?

Tno

OBTAIN AND RENEW BIT
MAPS AREA NO. i AND
SURROUNDING 8 AREAS
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INCLUDING
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SEARCHED AND
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SI 2
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( END ) FIG. 27
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S4T
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SUPERIMPOSE DISPLAY
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LOCATION ON DRAWN MAP

-S43
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